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SECTION A

1. rf z:3-zi then
1+4i

(a)z_#
(b) z:=#

14t
(c) Im(z)_ n ,

5(d)Re(z)--17

(e) None or more than one of the above.

z. rf z: -Z + ztfri, then
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(a) z_ ,t (-.u, { + i sin ;)

(e) None of the a bove.



I

3. If z is a complex number such that

3+1i-(2+r)z-0,
where z is the cornplex conjugate,of z, then

(a) z is a real number

(b) z lies in the lower half plane of the Argand diagram

(c) lzl : l
(d) arg(z) : 116; 

' 
,

(e) None or more than one of the above.

are

(a) crt €, b

(b) a, €, p

(c) a,, 0, y

(d) 0, T, 5

(e) None of the above.
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5. Consider the following limit

,. a-cos(2x)
rrur ------.x+0 x sin x

Which ONE of the following statements is true?

(a) When a - 1 the limit is equal to 2.

(b) Differentiating the numerator and denominator, using L'H6pital's rule, we see that
the value of a does not affect the value of the limit and so the limiting value is 2,
independently of a.

(c) When o -- 2 tn.limit.is equal to 1.

(d) Differentiating the numerator and denominator, using L'H6pital's rule, we see that
the value of a does not affect the value of the limit and so the limiting value is 1,
independently of a.

(e) None of the above statements are true.

6. Let A(2,O,3) and B(5,-!,8) be two points in space. The equation of the plane passing
through C(0, 1, 1) and perpendicular to AB rs

(b) 3x* )t*52-6

(d) 3x- y*52_1

(e) None of the above
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7 .The function f (x, y): (x + yXx y *1) has

(a) One local maximum and one local minimum

(b) Four local maxima

(c) Two saddle points

(d) Two minima and one saddle point

(e) None of the above

B. The Taylor expansion of the function

f (x,y) =n l'x+ y

about the point (0, 1), up to and including second-order terms, is

(a) -1 -2x*2x2-f -dx@-1)+...

(b) -l *2x-2x2 -2x(y- 1)+

(c) -l *2x+x2+jrfr- D+y2+

(d) -l * 2x * x2 + yz * (x - l)(y - l) +

(e) None of the above
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9. The directional derivative of the vector scalar field

0(x,Y, z) = xZYz + 4xzz

at the point (1, -2,-l) in the direction 2i - j -2k is

(a) l1l3

(b) e

(c) 37 13

(d) 2r ;

(e) None of the above

10. Consider the ordinary differential equation

(y2- l)"'* +*5y2*cos y+[y(Axp +2e* +y)-xsiny] j{: o,

where A and p are two real parameters. If this equation is exact, then the value of A is
equal to

(a)5.

(b) 2/3

(c) 512

(d) 1/3

(e) None of the above
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11. You are given the following system
and z

for r

(a)

(b)
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SECTION B

of sirnultaneous linear equations in the unknowns x, y

here r : (x, y, 4r is the vector
determine the only value of the

14 marksl

no other method, determine the
14 marksl

bw
fA,
n.

and

tZ. (a) Th is

Sh 1 eyisaconstantyoushould

(b) Ca ei and eigenvectors of B.

determilre. marksl

ma rksl

t3 marksl

t3

Is

13. The

(a)

(b)

(c)

function

f (x) -

f is defined for real x by

2

1+x?'

Calculate the first two non-zero ternis of the Taylor expansion for / about x : 0 (i.e.,
the Maclaurin expansion of fl. [3 marks]

Sketih both / and the Taylor expansion of / on the same axes, Indicate all stationary
points, asymptotes and locations at which the curves cross the axes. [3 marks]

Solve the separable differential equation for y(x)

dy)_ _xy_.
dx

subject to the boundary condition y(0) : ).
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14. Consider the vector field

Y - 76x2ya + x)i + (8*3y3 + y)j + 3k .

i) Show that Izis irrotational.

ii) Find the most general scalar field S : Q(x,y, z) such that Iz= Vd.

15. A particle of mass m = 4 has velocity

u(t) : rzPr + #*t + (6t + z)k, (r > o).

i) Determine the position vector of the particle at time / > 0 if at the initial time the particle
was situated at the point (1, 1,0).

[3 marks]

ii) Find the acceleration of the particle at time / > 0 and hence show that the force r'(r) on
the particle at time / = I is

F(1):96i-i+24k.
[3 marks]

iii) Determine the vector moment of the above force about the origin at time t: l,
[3 marks]

L6, If f(x,y) - x2y +Zxf and x = rcos 0, ! = rsinl, use the chain rule for multivariate
functions to show that

tB marksl

ycos 0 - lysin d -; rz(sin Z0 -cos z0 + l).dr rd?
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